Ankeny raised the question on the behaviour of the genus of a positive definite integral quadratic form upon inflation to a totally real number field. Here we announce some results of the closely related problem of how the spinor genus behaves when lifted to an overfield. We treat this question geometrically and also in a more general setting; namely, we study the spinor genera associated with an arbitrary quadratic lattice, not necessarily a free lattice. A classical theorem of Springer [S] asserts an anisotropic quadratic space over F remains anisotropic in E if the field degree [E: F] is odd. In terms of classical Witt rings, it says the natural map W(F) -> W(E) is injective. Our results for the spinor genus behaviour are similar in spirit. Detailed proofs will appear elsewhere. Unexplained notations are from [0].
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REMARKS. TWO important special cases where Theorem A directly applies are: (1) F is a function field and so has no dyadic spots, and (2) F = Q, L an integral (with respect to scale) lattice with odd discriminant. When L is indefinite, the well-known Eichler-Kneser theorem asserts the (proper) spinor genus and the (proper) class coincide so that Theorems A and B then say nonequivalent proper classes in a given genus remain nonequivalent when lifted to E. A Hasse domain is a dedekind domain with quotient field a global field F and which can be obtained as the intersection of almost all valuation rings on F. Theorems A and B generalize to Hasse domains as well.
The proofs rely on rather long and meticulous studies of the spinor norms of integral rotations on the localizations L p dit the nonarchimedean spots, and how these groups behave going-up and coming down. The easiest cases are when p is nondyadic, where we employ a theorem of Kneser [K] who had calculated these groups at such spots. Dyadic theory is far more difficult. The conditions on Theorems A and B are such that heavy dependence is placed on the exact know-
trary but p unramified dyadic. Computations for (ii) are more technically involved and we derive several Kneser-type theorems (see [K] ). Aside from these rather intricate spinor considerations, the norm principles of Scharlau and Knebusch are needed as well as some lifting formulas for the Hubert and Hasse symbols. We now give examples which show the oddness of field degree is necessary in both Theorems A and B. 
